
Preparing for Today and the Future
Testing teams are action and results oriented. The demands of release schedules drive a 
focus on completing tests on time with the tools and processes on hand. QA teams are 
heavily focused on execution and have little bandwidth for evolving processes, introducing 
new tools, and updating the Software Test Life Cycle. Majesco helps busy QA teams increase 
their bandwidth and efficiency by providing on-demand execution capacity and introducing 
proven assets and techniques for increasing test coverage and pace.

With the Majesco Insurance Automated Test Framework 2.0 (iTAF 2.0) insurers can integrate 
their automation test suites with DevOps tools and frameworks while expanding their auto-
mation testing capabilities to include UI, web services, batch process validation, data testing, 
and file and PDF verification.

Majesco Testing Services provides quality on demand, allowing insurers to scale the size of 
their automation programs with the lifecycle of their applications. Reusable frameworks and 
the use of test management tools to organize cases ensure that the automation test suites 
are easily maintained, either by the insurer or Majesco.

Majesco Testing Services 
helps insurers:

Majesco Testing Services
Powerful insurance software testing solutions to enable 
predictable processes and costs while maintaining the 
highest standards of quality.
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Modernize their  
Software Test Life Cycle

Reduce  
implementation times

Lower project costs

Increase achieved quality

Insurance Providers  
as Customers

160+
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https://twitter.com/Majesco_Inc
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Business Value

Majesco Testing Services Capabilities:

INSURANCE
RENAISSANCE

INNOVATIONAGILITY

SPEED

Comprehensive, end-to-end testing 
framework with plug-n-play modules

Full coverage of insurance business 
processes with traceability

Fully integrated with DevOps model

Real-time integration with test and 
defect management tools

App-enabled reporting to all 
stakeholders

Easy plug-n-play for performance and 
mobile device testing

WHY MAJESCO?
Insurance business transformation is a journey of change and revitalization, a renaissance of Insurance.  Approximately 160 insurance companies 
worldwide in P&C, L&A and Group/ Employee Benefits are transforming their businesses with Majesco’s solutions.  Our market leading software, 
consulting and services uniquely underpin the entire insurance value chain and are designed to empower insurers with the agility, innovation 
and speed needed to meet their transformation opportunities.  Majesco’s solutions include policy management, new business / underwriting, 
rating, billing, claims management, distribution management, BI/ analytics, predictive modeling, digital platform with mobile and portal, testing 
services, cloud services, bureau and content services, transformation services, consulting services and more.

Business Value Delivered
Testing for Every Size and Type of Carrier
From large carriers to specialty insurers and covering every line of business, 
Majesco Testing Services has accelerated deadlines and achieved measureable 
increases in production quality.

Testing for Every Insurance Software Solution
Majesco Testing Services has experience with every major insurance software 
vendor’s systems, and has extensive experience testing client-developed solu-
tions as well. Whether the software solution is provided by Majesco or custom 
developed, Majesco Testing Services provides assurance that the end product 
will be fully ready for production.

Connecting Principles with Actions
Majesco Testing Services leverages processes and assets that accelerate change 
while meeting current business objectives.  Modern STLC concepts and a robust 
suite of tools rapidly advance the maturity of the insurer’s test organization, 
while a focus on activities and impacts both upstream and downstream of 
testing ensures that every team within an insurer understands their role in 
creating quality.

The iTAF advantage
The integration capabilities of iTAF 2.0 with Test Management tools and Defect 
Management suites (example: JIRA) is a key accelerator
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Traditional Automation Automation with Test & Defect Management

Manual test results and automation test results are 
reported separately, asynchronously

Test management provides a consolidated view of all 
test execution, updated continuously and in sync

Script code stored in various network shares or on 
multiple PCs

Scripts stored in test management, organized and 
viewable by suite

Script results output to Selenium console or CSV files 
 — one file per test run

Test results provided in test management, with 
graphical reporting and historical trends

Script failures require manual intervention to initiate 
triage by development

Integrations can automatically open defects in Jira 
for assignment to development — complete with 
steps to reproduce test data and failure conditions

Tractability of scripts to test cases to requirements is 
performed in Excel sheets and Word documents

Traceability is maintained at the test case level within 
the test management tool, allowing for coverage 
quantification in real time

Poor organization of scripts leads to  
oversimplification of test suites — “running 
regression” means running a large block of scripts 

Test management allows the ability to create suites 
based on individual cases — Test Leads can quickly 
tailor regression suites to the scope of the release


